FocusMotion Internship

Job Description:
We’re a leading movement algorithm startup for wearable devices, and we’re looking for an intern to join the engineering team to tag and label sensor data from wearable devices. The intern will also be involved in the process of tuning the machine learning algorithms to deliver optimal production models.

Required Qualifications:
• Engineering majored, electrical engineering or computer engineering/science preferred.
• Programming experience with any major computer languages -- experience with MATLAB is a plus.
• Detail-oriented and work with patience.
• Fundamental Unix operations is a plus.
• Must be able to work at our office in Santa Monica (Ocean Park / Lincoln)

Payment:
$25 / Hour

Term:
3 – 4 Weeks at ~7 hours a day

Start Date:
ASAP

If you’re interested, contact us at:
founders@focusmotion.io